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Whereas, the Transportation and Parking Committee (TPC) serves a primary advisory role to review and recommend rules and regulations governing traffic (including pedestrian, bicycle, and vehicles), parking (including permit sales, citations, and special events), and alternative transportation methods; and

Whereas, the Transportation and Parking Committee reviews and recommends programs to enhance campus parking, traffic, and transportation methods; and

Whereas, the membership of the TPC has broad representation from faculty nominated from the Faculty Senate and the A/P Faculty Senate, broad staff representation nominated by the Staff Senate, faculty or staff nominated from the Commission on University Support, and student representation nominated from the Graduate and Professional Student Senate and the Undergraduate Student Senate; and

Whereas, the addition of a member from the disability community including someone from the Office of Equity and Accessibility or VT Disability Alliance and Caucus to the TPC will enhance the Committee’s role in discharging its responsibilities;

Therefore, be it resolved, that the Bylaws of the University Council be changed to reflect the addition of a representative from the disability community to the TPC selected by the VT Disability Alliance and Caucus or the Office of Equity and Accessibility.